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Henry Wilbur
The Robert H. MacArthur Award
in alternate years to an es

is given

tablished ecologist inmid-career for
meritorious contributions to ecology,
in the expectation of continued, out
standing ecological research.Henry
Wilbur, this year's MacArthur
Award

recipient,

a major

has played
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role in the conceptual evolution of
through his early and con

ecology

vincing advocacy of rigorousexperi
mental
signs

protocols
and factorial de
in the study of interspecific in

teractions.His dissertation and sub
studies on the
sequent experimental
organization of amphibian communi
ties, in conjunction with that of his

students, consititute one of the
benchmarks of modern community
ecology. These mesocosm studies,

nomena:metamorphosis, phenotypic
plasticity, and life cycle complexity.
His current interests include the
analysis of interactions inmulti-spe

MacArthur Award
Subcommittee
R. T. Paine (Chair)

between the processes of competi
tion and predation, obviously lend

cies assemblages.

internationally respected ecologist

Mimi Koehl
JohnGilbert
Dick Root

themselves

noted

Katie Lajtha

point

and experimentalist

generally

on the interplay

focused

to analytical
rigor and
towards the challenge of add

ing increasednaturalness.They have
also fosteredmajor contributions to
our understanding

for his

He is a mid-career,

talents as a naturalist
and for his sta

Kay Gross

tistical acumen.

of life history phe

Source: Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, Vol. 76, No. 4 (Dec., 1995), p. 185. Courtesy of JSTOR

HonoraryMembership is awarded
to a distinguished ecologist who has
made exceptional contributions to
ecology and whose principal resi
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Honorary Membership to Dr. Z.
Maciej
Gliwicz, Professorof Ecology
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and Head of the Department of Hy
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drobiology at the University of War
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the past
three decades
Gliwicz has had an extraordi

by using

sand grains

of

that different

ent

sizes

of

at a time

food-this

when polystyrene beads had not yet
appeared,

much

less become

stan

dard, for plankton feeding studies.
He showed

us the way

and has been

doing

in that study,
so ever since.

Other landmarkpapers include his
test of the size-efficiency hypoth
esis, his demonstrationof the effects
of zooplanktivorous fish on lunar
cycles of zooplankton

In

the 1960s he demonstrated his
imagination and experimental ele
gance

to show

density,

his re

markable elucidation of the evolu

nary influence on the development
of ideas in the study of plankton.

range of sizes

species of zooplankton select differ

a

tion of vertical migration
in copep
ods in lakes stocked with fish for dif

ferent periods, and his extensive
studies of zooplankton feeding be
havior, including his early demon

z.MaciejGliwicz

December
1995
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